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recommended to avoid composite action in this B/t ratio. Application of slit between the 
column face and concrete slab is recommended in such condition.

● Considering the significant effect of concrete crush on the strain behavior of beam bottom 
flange, further investigation is needed to clarify the mechanical mechanism of stress transfer 
between slab, web and flanges, which FEA study will be presented in the next part of this 
research. The behavior of composite beam with slit will be studied in the next part of this 
research as well.
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Table 5 Cumulative rotation capacity

Specimen η
BS-29 20.4
CB-29 10.7
CB-22 45.3

Fig. 25 Cumulative rotation capacity (η) versus connection factor (α) for this test and Hiroshima 
University specimens

5. Conclusions

This study was performed through the experimental tests on three full scale subassemblies to 
investigate the elasto-plastic behavior of composite beam connected to RHS columns with 
different width-to-thickness (B/t) ratios. Two composite connections are characterized by the same 
composite beam connected to columns having B/t ratio equal to 29 and 22, respectively. The cyclic 
response of such connections is compared to that of a bare steel connection whose RHS column 
has a B/t ratio equal to 29. The following conclusions are made:

● Test showed the importance of this parameter of RHS column, on the seismic behavior of 
composite beam. It was observed that reduction of RHS column width-to-thickness (B/t)
ratio in composite specimens, did not result to considerable difference in the elastic stiffness 
and actual plastic strength of composite beams in the positive flexure, while considerable 
improvement in the cumulative rotation capacity was observed.

● Experimental test results revealed another specific difference between composite specimens. 
It was observed that in the specimen with smaller width-to-thickness (B/t) ratio, severe
concrete bearing crush at the vicinity of column face resulted in the reduction in the rate of 
strain increase of bottom flange. This strain behavior, resulted in significant effect on the 
improvement of beam rotation capacity.

● Strain investigation showed that occurrence of concrete crush can be considered as the start 
of removal of composite action effect, and start of being close to the bare steel beam 
condition.

● According to considerable reduction of rotation capacity in composite beams connected to 
RHS column with large width-to-thickness (B/t) ratio of 29, observed in this test and 
published test data, and in order to prohibit strain concentration on the bottom flange, it is 
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and tensile stress of flange σfu

fubffufpufj dAZM  ...  (9)

To ensure a safe and convenient design in this type of connections, the evaluation of web 
moment capacity becomes the key issue. In the case of web connection, due to out-of-plane 
deformation, full capacity of web may not be achieved; so web ultimate flexural capacity jMwu is 
represented as 

wywpwpwuj ZmMmM ... 00  (10)

where Mwp is web plastic capacity, Zwp is web plastic modulus and σwy is web yield strength. m0 is 
coefficient which is less than one for box column and equals to one for H-section column. The 
Parameter m0 describes the reduction of web flexural capacity due to out-of-plane deformation. 
While m0 is introduced in the AIJ (2012) for the bare beam-to-box column connection, there is no 
research for the introduction of m0 for composite beam. Accordingly, connection factor α is 
introduced for bare beam-to-box column connection and there is no introduction of α for 
composite beam. Considering the fact that in the current structural design, composite beam 
ultimate capacity is assumed to be equal to the bare steel beam, importance of further study can be 
understood.

Fig. 25 illustrates the beam cumulative plastic rotation (η) versus connection factor (α) for this 
experimental test and also for specimens of Matsuo and Nakamura (1999) test results at Hiroshima 
University. Connection factor (α) is based on bare steel beam. In this Figure, black is representing 
the results of composite specimens and white is representing the results of bare steel beam 
specimens. Triangle is associated with Hiroshima University specimens and circle is associated 
with of this test specimens. Due to difference in materials between this test and Hiroshima test 
(SN400B), higher cumulative rotation capacity can be seen in the specimens of Hiroshima’s 
experimental test, however it can be seen that in both tests for same connection factor (α)
cumulative rotation of composite beam is reduced to almost less than half of bare steel beam. 
However, in current structural design in Japanese Recommendation for Design of Connections 
(AIJ 2012), rotation capacity of composite beam is supposed to be equal to the bare steel beam. 
These experimental test results describe the importance of further investigations for modification 
of connection factor α and clarification of stress transfer mechanism in the composite beam-to-
RHS column connections.

Fig. 23 Crack growth Fig. 24 Definition of “η”
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(a) Upper flange (b) Lower flange

Fig. 22 Strain versus beam rotation θb

According to strain behavior study and damage observations which were explained in Section 
3.3.2, it is found that strain condition of bottom flange affected the crack growth and progress in 
each specimen, and finally this resulted in different rotation capacity of beams. In CB-29 specimen, 
higher amount of strain proceeded to earlier initiation and faster progress of crack compared with 
bare steel beam BS-29. In CB-22 specimen, despite the higher amount of bottom flange strain 
compared with BS-29, however after the occurrence of concrete bearing crash, reduction of strain 
in the bottom flange resulted in later initiation of crack at the root of weld access hole (scallop). 

Fig. 23 depicts the crack growth in each specimen. Crack growth was investigated by plotting 
the measured crack opening (δcr) versus beam rotation. In this figure, η is the beam cumulative 
plastic rotation based on the definition shown on Fig. 24. Table 5 summarizes the results of 
cumulative rotation capacity of each specimen. Smaller amount of strain on the bottom flange of 
CB-22 resulted in later crack initiation, slower development and finally higher beam rotation 
capacity.

According to the design concept stipulated in the Japanese Recommendation for Design of 
Connections (AIJ 2012), ultimate strength of connection jMu, should be α times larger than plastic 
strength of connecting member Mp, represented by Eq. (6). In this concept, α is known as the 
connection factor

puj MM . (6)

This concept is stipulated to ensure that connection failure to occur after sufficient plastic 
energy absorption in connecting member is achieved. Accordingly, the ultimate capacity of 
connection is to be evaluated. 

In the case of bare beam-to-box column connection, beam plastic capacity is calculated as the 
product of section modulus Zp, and yield strength σy, as 

ypp ZM . (7)

Ultimate flexural capacity of connection is composed of ultimate strength of flanges and web, 
represented by 

wujufjuj MMM  (8)

Flange ultimate flexural strength jMfu is calculated as the product of flange section modulus, Zfp`,
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(a) Upper flange inside (b) Lower flange inside (c) Lower flange outside

Fig. 20 Strain distribution across the length of beams flange

(a) Upper flange inside (b) Lower flange inside (c) Lower flange outside

Fig. 21 Strain gauges arrangement on the steel beam

Furthermore, for the bottom flange it can be seen that flanges were subjected to positive strain. 
In both sides of bottom flange of composite beam which was connected to the RHS column with 
large width-to-thickness ratio of 29 (CB-29 specimen), amount of strain is 2.2 times of bare steel 
beam specimen with same width-to-thickness ratio (BS-29). The amount of strain inside the 
bottom flange is higher than outside, in the center of flange. By reduction of RHS column width-
to-thickness ratio in CB-22 specimen, 55% reduction of strain compared with CB-29 can be seen 
in both sides of flange. The amount of strain in CB-22 is just 1.2 times more than bare steel beam 
BS-29. 

The above strain condition is associated with the specific loading cycle of +2.0θp. The strain 
versus beam rotation angle is illustrated in Fig. 22. It is shown that during the entire loading stages, 
for all specimens regardless of existence of slab or difference of width-to-thickness ratios, by the 
progress of loading and increase of beam rotation angle, the amount of strain in the flanges 
increased. However, top flange of composite specimens sustained considerable smaller amount of 
strain, compared with bare steel beam specimen BS-29. On the other hand for the bottom flanges, 
although in the bare specimen BS-29 the strain condition was comparable with its top flange, 
however considerable increase of strain happened in both composite specimens CB-29 and CB-22.

It is also found that in the composite beam specimen with smaller width-to-thickness ratio CB-
22, after the beam rotation angle reached to 0.025 rad and severe concrete crush occurred, sudden 
reduction in the slope of strain curve happened in the bottom flange. At the same time, slope of 
strain curve in the top flange increased. This behavior can be explained that following to severe 
concrete bearing crush in CB-22, reduction of top flange constraint condition occurred, and this 
resulted to change in the slope of strain curves of flanges. 
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(a) Positive flexure (b) Negative flexure

Fig. 19 Elastic stiffness of specimens

Table 4 Test results

Specimen
Plastic moment (kNm) Ultimate flexural capacity (kNm)

Mp+ Mp- Mmax+ Mmax-
BS-29 711 803 961 974
CB-29 903 842 1042 922
CB-22 934 801 1145 986

degradation can be seen in the skeleton curve of this specimen which was associated with concrete 
bearing crush at the vicinity of RHS column, which was discussed in Section 3.3.3, and resulted in 
5% strength reduction. After this drop in the strength, constant moment transmitted until 0.05 rad.

Fig. 17(b) shows that in the negative flexure, actual plastic strength of all specimens were 
comparable to the calculated plastic moment capacity of bare steel beam, which is plotted with 
dotted horizontal line in the Figure. 

Table 4 summarizes the results of observed ultimate strength of each specimen. Due to 
composite action, 8% increase in the ultimate flexural capacity of CB-29 observed compared with 
bare steel beam specimen BS-29. Reduction of RHS column width-to-thickness ratio in CB-22 
resulted in 10% increase in the ultimate strength of this specimen compared with CB-29.

4.2 Strain behavior 

Fig. 20 depicts the strain distribution across the length of beams top and bottom flange in the 
first cycle of +2.0θp. Horizontal axis is the length and vertical axis is the amount of strain, 
measured by gauges attached at the 30 mm position from column face. As shown in Figs. 21(a), (b) 
and (c) in each specimen, strain of flanges was measured by the strain gauges which were mounted 
on the steel sections. Strain gauges were attached to the inside of top flange and both sides of 
bottom flange.

According to Fig. 20(a), it is found that the strain on the top flange of both composite 
specimens remained almost zero, while in the bare steel beam specimen BS-29, top flange strain 
amount reached to 2.7% negative strain. This behavior is resulted from the existence of slab, 
which provides constraint condition for the top flange of composite specimens.
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(second cycle) are shown, and the calculated stiffness is plotted with horizontal dotted line. In 
+0.5θp positive flexure, considerable increase of stiffness in both composite specimens compared 
with the bare steel beam specimen (BS-29) can be seen, however by progress of loading and 
development of damages in the concrete slab until +2.0θp(+2), stiffness of both composite beam 
specimens reduced, and finally reached to almost bare steel beam stiffness.

As shown in Fig. 19(b), in the negative flexure considerable difference for reduction of 
stiffness was not found between specimens. It can be explained that this behavior is resulted from 
removal of composite action in the negative flexure. 

Regarding the actual plastic strength, from Fig. 17(a) it can be seen that in the positive flexure 
both composite specimens showed almost similar increase of plastic strength compared with BS-
29. The plastic strength of CB-29 and CB-22 are 1.27 and 1.31 times of bare steel beam, 
respectively. Also it is shown that in the bare steel beam specimen BS-29, after reaching to actual 
plastic strength, almost steady increase of strength can be seen until 0.05 rad. After reaching to this 
rotation angle, strength degradation happened due to development of crack in the root of weld 
access hole (scallop), which was explained in Section 3.2.2. In the case of composite beam 
specimens, it can be seen that both specimens showed similar behavior until 0.018 rad., however 
in CB-29 specimen degradation of strength gradually happened due to initiation and progress of 
crack at the root of bottom flange weld access hole (scallop). On the other hand, in CB-22
specimen increase of strength continued by progress of loading until 0.025 rad., sudden strength

(a) Positive flexure (b) Negative flexure

Fig. 17 Mb-θb Skeleton curves

(a) Method for plotting the skeleton curve (b) Definition of strength

Fig. 18 Method for plotting the skeleton curve and definition of actual plastic strength
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(a) CB-29 (b) CB-22

Fig. 14 Initiation of bearing crush at corners of RHS column, comparable loading cycle +2.0θp(+1)

(a) CB-29 (b) CB-22

Fig. 15 Comparable development of bearing crush until end of loading cycle +2.0θp(+2)

(a) CB-29 (b) CB-22

Fig. 16 Final condition of concrete crush adjacent to the RHS column face

4. Effects of width-to-thickness ratio of RHS column

4.1 Mb-θb skeleton curves 

The skeleton curves obtained from Mb-θb hysteresis diagrams are plotted in Figs. 17 (a) and (b). 
The method for plotting the skeleton curves, is shown in Fig. 18(a). 

Fig. 17(a) corresponds to skeleton curve obtained from positive loading, and Fig. 17(b) 
corresponds to skeleton curve obtained from negative loading. In these graphs, actual plastic 
strength values are shown with solid circles, which are corresponding to one-sixth stiffness 
reduction, obtained by definition shown in Fig. 18(b). 

According to Fig. 17, in positive flexure regardless of difference in column width-to-thickness 
ratio (B/t), considerable increase in the elastic stiffness of composite specimens can be seen. The 
elastic stiffness of CB-29 and CB-22 are 1.93 and 1.83 times of bare steel beam, respectively. 
However, in the case of negative flexure regardless of existence of slab, from the early stages of 
elastic region the stiffness is almost same. 

Figs. 19(a) and (b) illustrate the amount of elastic stiffness of specimens in the positive and 
negative flexure, respectively. In the figure, the amount of elastic stiffness in ±0.5θp and ±2.0θp
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Fig. 12 Typical final failure mode

3.3 Concrete slab damage observations 

The concrete slabs were subjected to subsequent tensile and compressive load and the 
formation of cracks traced as loading progressed. In both composite specimens, three patterns of 
slab damage were observed during the test. “Longitudinal crack” which was parallel to the steel 
beam, “transverse crack” which formed perpendicular to the steel beam, and “bearing crush” 
which occurred due to direct compression and formed at the vicinity of RHS column face. 

As shown in Figs. 13(a) and (b), in both width-to-thickness ratios of 29 and 22 specimens, 
comparable transverse cracks and longitudinal cracks occurred at similar cycle of loading which 
was first cycle -0.5θp and +2.0θp, respectively. 

Initiation of bearing crush at the corners of RHS column were also happened at similar cycle of 
loading which was first cycle of +2.0θp in both composite specimens, shown in Figs. 14 and 15. 
However, in CB-29 specimen this damage did not progressed due to failure of specimen, while for 
the specimen with smaller width-to-thickness ratio (CB-22), by progress of loading cycles, severe 
concrete crush occurred at the vicinity of column face and over whole slab depth during the first 
cycle of +4.0θp, shown in Fig. 16(b). This crush resulted in the sudden strength degradation which 
can be seen in the hysteresis diagram, shown in Fig. 9(c) of Section 3.1. 

(a) CB-29 Specimen (b) CB-22 Specimen

Fig. 13 Formation of longitudinal and transverse cracks until end of first cycle of +2.0θp
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(a) BS-29 (b) BC-29

(c) BC-22

Fig. 9 Mb-θb hysteresis graphs

(a) BS-29: Crack initiation at
+3.0θp

(b) CB-29: Crack progress with
width of 0.9 mm

(c) CB-22: No crack

Fig. 10 Typical crack initiation and progress at the root of weld access in the first cycle of +4.0θp

Fig. 11 First crack initiation during loading test
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Table 2 Material properties

Member Material grade
σy σu YR = σy/σu EL (%)

(N/mm2)

Beam
Flange

SM490A
383 551 69.5 40.6

Web 422 541 78.1 36.6

RHS column
CB-29

BCR295
328 425 77.0 48.9

CB-22 369 471 78.3 43.4
Diaphragm SN490B 370 531 69.7 49.9
Weld metal YGW11 420 536 78.3 31.4

Table 3 Shear stud push out test results

Elastic stiffness (KN/mm) Shear strength qy (KN) Ultimate shear strength qmax (KN) δmax (mm)
346.9 65.5 88.9 2.36

(a) CVN test results (b) Location of charpy impact test specimen

Fig. 6 Charpy V-Notch impact test results for “fillet” area of beam

The design strength of concrete used for composite beam specimens was 21.0 N/mm2. The 
average concrete strength from cylinder tests was 28.4 N/mm2 . 

2.4 Test procedure 

As shown in Fig. 2, specimens were simply supported at both ends of column and the lateral 
load was applied at the top of beam. The cyclic loading program was applied, so the drift of the tip 
of beam increases as the loading cycle advances. The test protocol for this cyclic reverse loading is 
shown in Fig. 7 which is consisted of one cycle of ±0.5θp, 2 cycles in each ±2.0θp, ±4.0θp and 
other cycles in ±6.0θp until the failure.

θp is the rotation corresponding to plastic moment capacity of bare steel beam (Mp), which is 
obtained by dividing beam’s plastic moment by its initial stiffness. θb is the beam rotation angle 
based on definition presented in Fig. 8 and Eq. (5). Failure was defined as the fracture occurrence 
or 10% degradation from actual maximum strength obtained during the loading test. 

𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏
𝛿𝛿
ℎ′

𝑣𝑣 − 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 ℎ′ − 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐
ℎ′  𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (5)
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Fig. 7 Cyclic loading protocol Fig. 8 Definition of beam rotation

3. Test results

3.1 Mb-θb Hysteresis Diagrams 

Mb-θb hysteresis graphs are shown in Fig. 9. In these graphs Mb represents beam moment at 
column face and θb is beam rotation angle. It was observed that in the specimen which was 
connected to the RHS column with large width-to-thickness ratio of 29 (CB-29) rotation angle of 
composite beam reached to 2.0θp, while bare steel beam specimen with same width-to-thickness 
ratio (BS-29) reached to second cycle of 4.0θp. In the composite specimen which was connected to 
the smaller width-to-thickness ratio column (CB-22), considerable improvement of beam rotation 
capacity was observed and beam rotation angle could reach to 6.0θp. However, local buckling 
occurred in the beam bottom flange of this specimen.

3.2 Steel beam damage observations 

3.2.1 Crack initiation and progress
In all specimens, regardless of width-to-thickness ratio and existence of slab, crack initiation 

happened at the root of weld access hole. However in the composite specimen with large width-to-
thickness ratio of 29 (CB-29) this crack occurred in the considerable early cycle of loading, which 
was second cycle of +2.0θp. While in the composite specimen with smaller width-to-thickness 
ratio of 22 (CB-22) this crack occurred in the later stage of loading, which was second cycle of 
+4.0θp. Stage of loading which the crack initiated in the bare steel beam specimen (BS-29) was 
first cycle of +4.0θp, which was later than CB-29 and earlier than CB-22. Crack initiation was 
defined when 0.2 mm crack was observed using crack scale. In Fig. 10 typical crack initiation and 
progress at the root of weld access hole is shown for all specimens in the first cycle of +4.0θp. Fig. 
11 shows that in which loading cycle first crack initiation was observed.

3.2.2 Final failure mode
Final failure of all specimens was determined by progress of above mentioned crack at the root 

of scallop of beam bottom flange, shown in Fig. 12. These fractures reproduced the failure modes 
of connections in the 1995 Hyogo ken-Nambu (Kobe) earthquake (AIJ 1995d 1995). Final failure 
manner of all specimens, were determined by quite ductile manner.
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Table 2 Material properties

Member Material grade
σy σu YR = σy/σu EL (%)

(N/mm2)

Beam
Flange

SM490A
383 551 69.5 40.6

Web 422 541 78.1 36.6

RHS column
CB-29

BCR295
328 425 77.0 48.9

CB-22 369 471 78.3 43.4
Diaphragm SN490B 370 531 69.7 49.9
Weld metal YGW11 420 536 78.3 31.4

Table 3 Shear stud push out test results

Elastic stiffness (KN/mm) Shear strength qy (KN) Ultimate shear strength qmax (KN) δmax (mm)
346.9 65.5 88.9 2.36

(a) CVN test results (b) Location of charpy impact test specimen

Fig. 6 Charpy V-Notch impact test results for “fillet” area of beam

The design strength of concrete used for composite beam specimens was 21.0 N/mm2. The 
average concrete strength from cylinder tests was 28.4 N/mm2 . 

2.4 Test procedure 

As shown in Fig. 2, specimens were simply supported at both ends of column and the lateral 
load was applied at the top of beam. The cyclic loading program was applied, so the drift of the tip 
of beam increases as the loading cycle advances. The test protocol for this cyclic reverse loading is 
shown in Fig. 7 which is consisted of one cycle of ±0.5θp, 2 cycles in each ±2.0θp, ±4.0θp and 
other cycles in ±6.0θp until the failure.

θp is the rotation corresponding to plastic moment capacity of bare steel beam (Mp), which is 
obtained by dividing beam’s plastic moment by its initial stiffness. θb is the beam rotation angle 
based on definition presented in Fig. 8 and Eq. (5). Failure was defined as the fracture occurrence 
or 10% degradation from actual maximum strength obtained during the loading test. 

𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏
𝛿𝛿
ℎ′

𝑣𝑣 − 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 ℎ′ − 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐
ℎ′  𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (5)
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(a) Joint detail according to JASS 6 (2007) (b) Test specimen joint detail

Fig. 5 Joint detail for beam-to-box column connection

2.2 Weld Joint details

Weld Joint detail for beam-to-RHS column connection is illustrated in Figs. 2(c) and 5. 
According to the steel practice in Japan, beam flanges are connected to the column by “through 
diaphragm” to achieve smooth stress transfer from beam flange to the column, and preventing 
local deformation of RHS column wall. Beam web is connected to the wall of RHS column 
without reinforcement, and fillet welds were applied in both sides of the beam. This detail is 
common in Japan and it is recommended in JASS 6 2007 as an effective method (Yamada et al.
2009). In all specimens shop welded joint type used by complete joint penetration (CJP) groove 
welds. CO2 gas shielded metal arc welding method (GMAW) using YGW11 electrodes was 
conducted. Ceramic run of tabs were used and backing bars left in place. The weld access hole 
which is known as “scallop”, was consisted of two arcs with radiuses of 35 and 10 millimetres, 
which is corresponded to post Hyogo ken-Nanbu (Kobe) earthquake weld scallop geometry type 
(AIJ 2012).

2.3 Material properties 

The material utilized for the specimens were hot rolled sections with steel grade of SM490A 
and cold formed BCR295 for beams and columns, respectively. Diaphragm plates material were 
used with steel grade SN 490B. Actual material properties obtained by tensile coupon tests are 
reported in Table 2. 

Regarding the beam material toughness, Fig. 6(a) plots the values of material Charpy V-Notch 
(CVN) impact test results associated with “fillet” area, which obtained from coupon tests. Fillet 
area is defined as the meeting point between the web and the flange which is illustrated in Fig. 
6(b). 

Studs material were used with steel grade JIS B1198-1995 (Design Recommendations for 
Composite Constructions AIJ 2010), and push-out tests were also carried out for the purpose of 
evaluating the shear strength and elastic stiffness of shear studs, summarized in Table 3. 
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force between the steel beam and the concrete slab transferred by studs, Qh, shall be determined as 
the lowest value in accordance with the concrete crushing, or tensile yielding of the steel section 
(AIJ (2010) - AISC 360-10 (2010)). So, Design of studs in the specimen is conducted by 
considering the minimum of 

 ybh FCQ ,min (1)

Where “C” is Effective compression strength of the concrete slab, “bFy” is the tensile yield 
strength of steel section (equals to 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠). According to Design Recommendations for Composite 
Constructions AIJ (2010), the nominal shear strength of one stud qs, shall be determined as follows 

ccscs Efaq  5.0 (2)

Where “sca” is cross-sectional area of the stud [mm2], “Ec” is Concrete modulus of elasticity 
[N/mm2], “fc” is Concrete compressive strength [N/mm2]. Concrete Young modulus is calculated 
by
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 (3)

The required number of studs shall be equal to the horizontal shear divided by the nominal 
shear strength of one stud 

shr qQn  (4)

Fig. 4 shows the completed specimen before the start of loading. 

Fig. 4 Picture of the completed composite specimen
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(a) Joint detail according to JASS 6 (2007) (b) Test specimen joint detail

Fig. 5 Joint detail for beam-to-box column connection
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force between the steel beam and the concrete slab transferred by studs, Qh, shall be determined as 
the lowest value in accordance with the concrete crushing, or tensile yielding of the steel section 
(AIJ (2010) - AISC 360-10 (2010)). So, Design of studs in the specimen is conducted by 
considering the minimum of 
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Fig. 4 shows the completed specimen before the start of loading. 
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(a) Composite beam specimen and test setup

(b) Section A-A (c) Weld joint detail (e) Box column section
□-350×350×t

(d) Deck geometry

Fig. 2 Configuration of specimens and test setups

Fig. 3 Deck plate type QL 99-50-12 geometry and detail of reinforcement
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studies dealing with composite beam-to-box column connections, effect of out-of-plane 
deformation was taken in to consideration based on reduction of web flexural capacity approach 
(Kim and Oh 2007, Sanaei Nia et al. 2014, Yu et al. 2015). This research is conducted to clarify 
the structural condition of web connection, not only based on the flexural capacity considerations, 
but also by considering the effect of axial force subjected to the web. Since limited experimental 
test data with application of post-Kobe earthquake requirements for welding and design of 
connection is available, as the first part of this research program, actual behavior of composite 
beam connected to the RHS column with two different width-to-thickness ratios are studied 
through experimental tests. Results of different strength, stiffness and rotation capacity of beams 
are discussed through the study on the different damages in the steel beams and concrete slabs.
Contribution of concrete slab on the condition of strain is investigated and strain studies before 
and after concrete crush were carried out to investigate the effects of bottom flange strain on the 
rotation capacity of composite beam.

2. Experimental test specification 

2.1 Test specimens

In order to investigate the effects of RHS column width-to-thickness ratio on the rotation 
capacity of composite beam, cyclic loading test using T-shaped subassembly were conducted on 
three subassemblies of H-Beam (500×200×10×16) connected to RHS column with two different 
width-to-thickness ratios of 29 and 22 (□-350×350×12 & □-350×350×16). These two ratios were 
decided based on the common sections which are used in the actual construction of mid-rise 
buildings, and the principle of strong column-week beam is applied in the design of specimens. As 
shown in Table 1, one bare steel beam specimen and two composite beam specimens were 
prepared. Fig. 2 illustrates the configuration of specimens, test setups, weld joint details, steel deck 
geometry and column section, respectively. Lateral supports shown in this Figure, were prepared 
just for the safety in the test. Therefore, the hing which is predicted in the middle of these two 
members is to prevent the possiblity of sustaining load by the support.

As shown in the Fig. 2, concrete slab with width of 1500 mm and thickness of 80 mm were 
used for composite beam specimens. The concrete slab was provided with longitudinal and 
transverse steel reinforcement. In these specimens, deck plate type QL 99-50-12 applied according 
to Design Recommendations for Composite Constructions AIJ (2010), and two stud bolts of ϕ16
with height of 80 mm were welded to the beam flange with pitch distance of 300 mm. Transverse 
distance between studs was considered as 80 mm. The number of shear studs is common to all 
specimens. Deck plate geometry and detail of reinforcement is shown in Fig. 3. The nominal shear 

Table 1 Specimens specification

Specimen Concrete slab RHS column width-to-thickness (B/t) ratio
BS-29 Not 29
CB-29 Existed 29
CB-22 Existed 22

Beam: H-500×200×10×16 Column: □-350×350×t
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(a) Composite beam specimen and test setup

(b) Section A-A (c) Weld joint detail (e) Box column section
□-350×350×t

(d) Deck geometry

Fig. 2 Configuration of specimens and test setups

Fig. 3 Deck plate type QL 99-50-12 geometry and detail of reinforcement
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are discussed through the study on the different damages in the steel beams and concrete slabs.
Contribution of concrete slab on the condition of strain is investigated and strain studies before 
and after concrete crush were carried out to investigate the effects of bottom flange strain on the 
rotation capacity of composite beam.
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2.1 Test specimens
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three subassemblies of H-Beam (500×200×10×16) connected to RHS column with two different 
width-to-thickness ratios of 29 and 22 (□-350×350×12 & □-350×350×16). These two ratios were 
decided based on the common sections which are used in the actual construction of mid-rise 
buildings, and the principle of strong column-week beam is applied in the design of specimens. As 
shown in Table 1, one bare steel beam specimen and two composite beam specimens were 
prepared. Fig. 2 illustrates the configuration of specimens, test setups, weld joint details, steel deck 
geometry and column section, respectively. Lateral supports shown in this Figure, were prepared 
just for the safety in the test. Therefore, the hing which is predicted in the middle of these two 
members is to prevent the possiblity of sustaining load by the support.

As shown in the Fig. 2, concrete slab with width of 1500 mm and thickness of 80 mm were 
used for composite beam specimens. The concrete slab was provided with longitudinal and 
transverse steel reinforcement. In these specimens, deck plate type QL 99-50-12 applied according 
to Design Recommendations for Composite Constructions AIJ (2010), and two stud bolts of ϕ16
with height of 80 mm were welded to the beam flange with pitch distance of 300 mm. Transverse 
distance between studs was considered as 80 mm. The number of shear studs is common to all 
specimens. Deck plate geometry and detail of reinforcement is shown in Fig. 3. The nominal shear 

Table 1 Specimens specification
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BS-29 Not 29
CB-29 Existed 29
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Beam: H-500×200×10×16 Column: □-350×350×t
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composite action of the slab, the neutral axis is shifted toward top flange and, for sagging moments, 
in case of such a typology of beam-to-column connections almost always the failure occurs in the 
bottom flange. This type of failure occurs due to strain concentration at the bottom flange, and 
reduces the rotation capacity of composite beam. However, the question arises that how strain is 
affected by different width-to-thickness ratios of RHS columns, and how strain condition changes 
after the occurrence of damages in the concrete slab? The objective of this research conducted in 
the Kobe University was to in investigate the effect of column’s width-to-thickness ratio in the 
presence of concrete slab.

In the Japanese steel practice, application of Rectangular Hollow Section Column (RHS) in the 
Seismic Moment Resisting Frame buildings (SMRF) is dominant (Nakashima et al. 2002). In the 
case of beam-to-RHS column connection, beam flanges are usually connected to column by 
through diaphragms, while beam web is connected to RHS column wall (flange) directly without 
any reinforcement. This might cause local out-of-plane deformation of column flange at the web 
connection. In this condition full capacity of beam web cannot be transmitted. This effect has been 
investigated for the bare steel beam (AIJ 2012), however in the case of composite beam due to 
existence of concrete slab, web connection might be in more severe stress condition, shown in Fig. 
1. According to the research conducted by Okada and Yamada (2001), plastic rotation capacity of 
composite beam connected to RHS column decreased to almost half of bare steel beam. Further 
Research by Okada et al. (2004) was conducted on the composite beams which were connected to 
the H-section (representing a RHS column which thickness of wall is infinite) and RHS columns 
with different width-to-thickness ratios of 24 and 38, and it was shown that significant reduction of 
composite beam rotation capacity will occur in the case of RHS column with large width-to-
thickness ratios. Okada showed that out-of-plane deformation of RHS column is affected by 
reduction of web flexural capacity and movement of neutral axis toward beam top flange.

Matsuo et al. (2000) conducted experimental test focusing on the rotation capacity of 
composite beam connected to the RHS column with width-to-thickness ratio of 29. According to 
that test results, rotation capacity of composite beam specimens were almost half of bare steel 
beam specimens. However, in current structural design, rotation capacity of composite beam is 
supposed to be equal to the bare steel beam.

This research is aiming to understand the mechanical mechanism of out-of-plane deformation 
of RHS column and its effect on the behavior of composite beam. In most previous research

(a) Bare steel beam (b) Composite beam

Fig. 1 Strain concentration on bottom flange and severe condition of web out-of-plane deformation due to 
existence of slab in the positive flexure
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Abstract.  Commonly in steel frames, steel beam and concrete slab are connected together by shear keys to work 
as a unit member which is called composite beam. When a composite beam is subjected to positive bending, flexural 
strength and stiffness of the beam can be increased due to “composite action”. At the same time despite these 
advantages, composite action increases the strain at the beam bottom flange and it might affect beam plastic rotation 
capacity. This paper presents results of study on the rotation capacity of composite beam connected to Rectangular 
Hollow Section (RHS) column in the steel moment resisting frame buildings. Due to out-of-plane deformation of 
column flange, moment transfer efficiency of web connection is reduced and this results in reduction of beam plastic 
rotation capacity. In order to investigate the effects of width-to-thickness ratio (B/t) of RHS column on the rotation 
capacity of composite beam, cyclic loading tests were conducted on three full scale beam-to-column subassemblies.
Detailed study on the different steel beam damages and concrete slab damages are presented. Experimental data 
showed the importance of this parameter of RHS column on the seismic behavior of composite beams. It is found 
that occurrence of severe concrete bearing crush at the face of RHS column of specimen with smaller width-to-
thickness ratio resulted in considerable reduction on the rate of strain increase in the bottom flange. This behavior 
resulted in considerable improvement of rotation capacity of this specimen compared with composite and even bare 
steel beam connected to the RHS column with larger width-to-thickness ratio.

Keywords: composite beam; rectangular hollow section column; cyclic loading test; rotation capacity;
connection factor

1. Introduction 

In Japan following to the 1995 Hyogo ken-Nanbu (Kobe) earthquake, fractures occurred in the 
beam-to-column connections of a number of steel moment frame buildings (AIJ 1995d 1995 -
Nakashima et al. 2002), which was similar to that extensively found in the 1994 U.S. Northridge 
earthquake (FEMA-355E 2000). According to post-earthquake observations in most cases 
fractures were happened at the bottom flanges and it is believed that composite action might be 
one of the reasons of such failure. Most of post-earthquake researches regarding the rotation 
capacity of beam were conducted on the bare steel beam specimens rather than composite 
specimens. According to past researches, it is already well known that in the case of an effective 
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composite action of the slab, the neutral axis is shifted toward top flange and, for sagging moments, 
in case of such a typology of beam-to-column connections almost always the failure occurs in the 
bottom flange. This type of failure occurs due to strain concentration at the bottom flange, and 
reduces the rotation capacity of composite beam. However, the question arises that how strain is 
affected by different width-to-thickness ratios of RHS columns, and how strain condition changes 
after the occurrence of damages in the concrete slab? The objective of this research conducted in 
the Kobe University was to in investigate the effect of column’s width-to-thickness ratio in the 
presence of concrete slab.

In the Japanese steel practice, application of Rectangular Hollow Section Column (RHS) in the 
Seismic Moment Resisting Frame buildings (SMRF) is dominant (Nakashima et al. 2002). In the 
case of beam-to-RHS column connection, beam flanges are usually connected to column by 
through diaphragms, while beam web is connected to RHS column wall (flange) directly without 
any reinforcement. This might cause local out-of-plane deformation of column flange at the web 
connection. In this condition full capacity of beam web cannot be transmitted. This effect has been 
investigated for the bare steel beam (AIJ 2012), however in the case of composite beam due to 
existence of concrete slab, web connection might be in more severe stress condition, shown in Fig. 
1. According to the research conducted by Okada and Yamada (2001), plastic rotation capacity of 
composite beam connected to RHS column decreased to almost half of bare steel beam. Further 
Research by Okada et al. (2004) was conducted on the composite beams which were connected to 
the H-section (representing a RHS column which thickness of wall is infinite) and RHS columns 
with different width-to-thickness ratios of 24 and 38, and it was shown that significant reduction of 
composite beam rotation capacity will occur in the case of RHS column with large width-to-
thickness ratios. Okada showed that out-of-plane deformation of RHS column is affected by 
reduction of web flexural capacity and movement of neutral axis toward beam top flange.

Matsuo et al. (2000) conducted experimental test focusing on the rotation capacity of 
composite beam connected to the RHS column with width-to-thickness ratio of 29. According to 
that test results, rotation capacity of composite beam specimens were almost half of bare steel 
beam specimens. However, in current structural design, rotation capacity of composite beam is 
supposed to be equal to the bare steel beam.

This research is aiming to understand the mechanical mechanism of out-of-plane deformation 
of RHS column and its effect on the behavior of composite beam. In most previous research

(a) Bare steel beam (b) Composite beam

Fig. 1 Strain concentration on bottom flange and severe condition of web out-of-plane deformation due to 
existence of slab in the positive flexure
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Abstract.  Commonly in steel frames, steel beam and concrete slab are connected together by shear keys to work 
as a unit member which is called composite beam. When a composite beam is subjected to positive bending, flexural 
strength and stiffness of the beam can be increased due to “composite action”. At the same time despite these 
advantages, composite action increases the strain at the beam bottom flange and it might affect beam plastic rotation 
capacity. This paper presents results of study on the rotation capacity of composite beam connected to Rectangular 
Hollow Section (RHS) column in the steel moment resisting frame buildings. Due to out-of-plane deformation of 
column flange, moment transfer efficiency of web connection is reduced and this results in reduction of beam plastic 
rotation capacity. In order to investigate the effects of width-to-thickness ratio (B/t) of RHS column on the rotation 
capacity of composite beam, cyclic loading tests were conducted on three full scale beam-to-column subassemblies.
Detailed study on the different steel beam damages and concrete slab damages are presented. Experimental data 
showed the importance of this parameter of RHS column on the seismic behavior of composite beams. It is found 
that occurrence of severe concrete bearing crush at the face of RHS column of specimen with smaller width-to-
thickness ratio resulted in considerable reduction on the rate of strain increase in the bottom flange. This behavior 
resulted in considerable improvement of rotation capacity of this specimen compared with composite and even bare 
steel beam connected to the RHS column with larger width-to-thickness ratio.
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In Japan following to the 1995 Hyogo ken-Nanbu (Kobe) earthquake, fractures occurred in the 
beam-to-column connections of a number of steel moment frame buildings (AIJ 1995d 1995 -
Nakashima et al. 2002), which was similar to that extensively found in the 1994 U.S. Northridge 
earthquake (FEMA-355E 2000). According to post-earthquake observations in most cases 
fractures were happened at the bottom flanges and it is believed that composite action might be 
one of the reasons of such failure. Most of post-earthquake researches regarding the rotation 
capacity of beam were conducted on the bare steel beam specimens rather than composite 
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مقاله انگلیسی

در نوع متداولی از اتصال صلب تیر به ستون که در کشور ژاپن اجرا 
می شود، ستون در محل گره اتصال، به تیر پیوسته نیست؛ بلکه 
به صورت چندتکه اجرا می شود. در این حالت ورق های پیوستگی 
سوراخ های  تعبیه ی  با  تیرها،  بال  و  کرده  عبور  ستون  مقطع  از 
گفته  دیافراگم  آن ها  به  که  ورق ها  این  به  مستقیمًا  دسترسی، 
تنش  انتقال  باعث  اتصال  این جزئیات  می شود، جوش می شود. 
راحت تر از بال تیر به ستون گشته و از تغییر شکل های موضعی 
پروفیل  ژاپن  در کشور  می کند.  جلوگیری  نیز  جداره ی ستون ها 
تیر  جان  اتصال  هستند.  شده  نورد  قوطی های  از  اکثراً  ستون ها 
به این قوطی ها نیز به صورت مستقیم و بدون ورق اضافی و با 
جوش گوشه ی دوطرفه صورت می گیرد. در این مقاله به بررسی 
اثر کامپوزیت بودن تیر فوالدی و دال بتنی بر ظرفیت دورانی این 
نوع اتصال صلب تیر به ستون پرداخته شده است. هرچند عملکرد 
و  ظرفیت  افزایش  باعث  مثبت،  لنگر  اثر  تحت  تیر،  کامپوزیت 
به  عرض  نسبت  که  حالتی  در  اما  می شود؛  آن  خمشی  سختی 

این  باضخامت جداره ی کم(،  )ستون  زیاد است  ضخامت ستون 
عملکرد باعث کاهش ظرفیت دوران پالستیک و درنتیجه کاهش 
امر  این  دلیل  می شود.  نیز  سازه  و  اتصال  شکل پذیری  ظرفیت 
بتنی و تیر فوالدی،  با کامپوزیت عمل کردن دال  آن است که 
به حالت  نسبت  تار خنثای مقطع  مثبت،  لنگر خمشی  اثر  تحت 
مقطع فوالدی تنها، به سمت باالی مقطع جابجا شده و درنتیجه 
کرنش و تمرکز تنش در بال تحتانی تیر افزایش می یابد. به همین 
دلیل نیز در اکثر زلزله های گذشته مشاهده شده است که خرابی 
در محل اتصال بال تحتانی تیر به ستون اتفاق افتاده است. در 
به  نسبت عرض  که  حالتی  در  که  است  پیشنهادشده  مقاله  این 
ضخامت جداره مقطع ستون زیاد است از عملکرد کامپوزیت دال 
بتنی و تیر فوالدی جلوگیری شده و همچنین با قرار دادن مصالح 
نرم بین بال فوقانی تیر و جداره ی ستون، از فشار دال بتنی بر 

ستون و درنهایت خردشدگی آن جلوگیری شود.
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